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Confronting the Transgender Storm: A Sermon on Deuteronomy 22:5
Jason S. DeRouchie, PhD
1. The Rising Storm
A gender identity crisis is sweeping across our land. This sermon seeks to help the church
assess biblically and confront lovingly yet truthfully the rising storm of transgender issues
confronting our culture. The American Psychological Association1 defines “sex” as “a person’s
biological status” that “is typically categorized as male, female, or intersex” and that is identified
by “sex chromosomes, gonads, internal reproductive organs, and external genitalia.” In contrast,
the APA states that “gender refers to the attitudes, feelings, and behaviors that a given culture
associates with a person’s biological sex.” While one’s biological sex is fixed by nature, this
definition treats gender as a culturally bound category, so that what is gender normative in one
culture may legitimately stand against what is or was gender normative in another culture or age.
With this, the APA further stresses the need to distinguish persons’ biological sex from their
“gender identity,” which may be “male, female, or transgender.” And then we must account for
persons’ “gender expression” through things like clothing, communication patterns, and
interests, which may or may not reflect one’s gender identity or biological sex.
Before readying this message, I personally did not realize how serious the transgender
issue is in our day. Yet now I see that it is massive, and I do not believe that the church can
ignore it.2 In 2013 California became the first state in the Union to require that public schools
allow transgender students to use the bathrooms and play on the sports teams that correspond
with their personal gender identities.3 Since then there has been a growing wave of debate across
the country, and at the last elections numerous states went to the polls to decide whether bath and
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locker room access would be governed by biological sex or gender identity. A recent case in the
Chicago area may actually make it to the federal courts.4
I remember as a youth standing in awe of Bruce Jenner’s athletic ability as I watched
replays of his decathlon gold medal at the Montreal 1976 Summer Olympics. Now he (or is it
she) and a subset of social media are calling upon me and my children to call him Cait and to
even follow Glamour magazine in celebrating him as “woman of the year.”5
In the fall of 2015 in Ontario, Canada, the sex-education curriculum began introducing 8th
graders to six different genders and four options for sexual orientation.6 As to gender, you can be
male, female, two-spirited, transgender, transsexual, or intersex. Sexual orientation can be
heterosexual, gay, lesbian, or bisexual.
Similarly, since the fall of 2014, the Lincoln, Nebraska, public school system began
training its teachers in how to create a gender-neutral or gender-inclusive environment in their
classrooms.7 They give every teacher a handout that includes 12 easy steps to gender
inclusiveness, among which are: “Don’t use phrases such as ‘boys and girls,’” and “When you
find it necessary to reference gender, say, ‘Boy, girl, both or neither.’”8
Sitting in my own home in Minneapolis, MN, I once found it easy to think that the
transgender storm was only hitting nearby countries and states and that it was reaching me and
my church only from a distance via social media. Now, however, I realize that this is not the
case. Indeed, the storm is blowing right at our back door, and for some in my Bethlehem Baptist
Church and Bethlehem College & Seminary family, it has entered into the living room. In
December 2014, the Minnesota State High School League took up the issue and overwhelmingly
approved to open girls’ sports to transgender student athletes in its 500 public schools.9 As of fall
2015, students born male but who identify themselves as female can now compete as girls
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against girls in sports with no stated restrictions to women’s locker rooms, so long as they have
approved written statements from their parents, guardians, or health-care professionals regarding
their “consistent or sincerely held gender-related identity.” The lesbian-gay-bisexual-transgender
(LGBT) movement quips that only this approach supplies “equal access to all students,” and they
claim any other view is “bathroom bullying.”
I know that some of you for whom I write this message have yourselves wrestled with
gender identity or have been the victim of another’s gender identity crisis. I ache for you, and I
long for you to know the healing and wholeness that only Jesus can bring. These matters are
deeply personal and often very difficult to talk about, but know that you are not alone. Our God
knows your pain and struggle, and he has placed leaders who are near who desire to help you and
to hope with you in the life-transforming, grace-saturated, pain-overcoming, mercy-filled love
and power of God to heal. At least one of you has had to bear the burdens of a father who has
struggled with cross-dressing and female gender identity and of how it destroyed your parents’
marriage. May the Lord care for the broken hearts of all involved and grant you wisdom as a son
and father of your own kids. Another of you ladies at the young age of 16 was seduced into a
long-standing relationship by a woman claiming to be a man; you bear the scars, while also
celebrating the redemptive, healing work of Christ in your own life. In Christ we gain a new
identity and freedom to live in God’s world God’s way for God’s glory.

2. The OT Law and the Christian
May the Lord now grant us much grace as we open his word to consider how God would
have us as his people assess and confront the transgender storm. We begin in Deuteronomy 22:5.
As Christians today, we are not under the old covenant law (Rom 6:14; 1 Cor 9:20–21; Gal
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5:18), which means in part that the Mosaic law is no longer the direct and immediate guide or
judge of the conduct of God’s people.10 The age of the Mosaic law covenant has come to an end
in Christ, so that the law itself has ceased from having a central and determinative role among
God’s people (Rom 10:4; 2 Cor 3:4–18; Gal 3:15–4:7).11 Yet the law of Moses still serves
Christians by providing a prophetic witness to Christ and by clarifying the character of God and
how deep and wide love for God and neighbor goes.12
While Christians are not legally bound to the Mosaic law, we do not throw out the law
itself. Indeed, Moses himself predicted that in the day when God would circumcise hearts and
empower love (Deut 30:6), God’s people would hear YHWH’s voice and keep all the commands
Moses gave in Deuteronomy (Deut 30:8). But as Jesus declared in Matthew 5:17–19, while all
the commanding parts of the Mosaic law still matter for Christ-followers, we only appropriate
them through Christ’s law-fulfillment. Only when we consider the impact Christ’s work has on
any given law can we begin to consider the lasting significance of that law for believers.
With this, Paul asserts that through our love for others Christians fulfill the law and that
all the commandments––not just moral laws or civil laws but all the laws––are fulfilled in this
word: “You shall love your neighbor as yourself” (Rom 13:8–10). Paul told Timothy that “all
Scripture [including the OT] is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for
correction, and for training in righteousness” (2 Tim 3:16). The OT still speak to Christians. It
was Jesus and Paul’s only Bible, and these “sacred writings . . . are able to make you [and me]
wise for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus” (2 Tim 3:15). In this vein, this sermon is from an
OT law, which I will interpret in order to address the transgender questions that are in fresh ways
confronting the church of Christ Jesus. Please pray with me as we open up God’s word:
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Precious Lord, I ask that you would open your word to us. Grant that we may have ears to
hear and that, as we hear, fear would be generated, and that from that fear holiness would be
produced. Unless you awaken, we will remain asleep. Overcome hardness and deafness for
the glory of Jesus––indeed, for the preservation of the distinctions between Christ and his
church. Amen.
I follow a three-step process in establishing the lasting significance of any OT law for
Christians:13

1. I first determine the law’s type and original meaning, significance, and purpose,
including all implications.
2. Next, I determine the theological significance of the law, which includes (1) clarifying
what the law tells us about God and his ways, (2) assessing how Christ’s law-fulfillment
impacts the law, and (3) stating in a single sentence the love principle behind the law.
3. Finally, I preserve both the portrait of God and the love principle behind the law but
change the context, all in light of Christ’s new covenant work.
Let us walk through this process with Deuteronomy 22:5.

3. Deuteronomy 22:5 in Its Literary Context
This verse comes in the second movement of Moses’ second Deuteronomic sermon. In
chapters 5–11 he tells Israel what they are to do––love God and neighbor. Now in chapters 12–
26 the detailed “statutes and rules” (12:1; 26:16) clarify how they are to do it. Deuteronomy
16:20 summarizes the thrust of the unit: “Righteousness, righteousness you shall pursue.” 12:1–
16:17 addresses righteousness in community worship; 16:18–18:22 talks about righteousness in
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community oversight, and 19:1–26:15 gives instruction on righteousness in daily community
life. This first part of chapter 22 simply overviews various, unrelated laws that consider the right
way to live. Into this context, we read in Deuteronomy 22:5:
Deut 22:5, ESV
A woman shall not wear a man’s garment, nor shall a man put on a woman’s cloak, for
whoever does these things is an abomination to the LORD your God.

4. Deuteronomy 22:5––The Law’s Type and Original Meaning, Significance, and Purpose
God gave Deuteronomy 22:5 for the benefit of all Christians, but he did not originally
give it to us. There is a distance between the church and this command in that it was originally
revealed to Israel under a different covenant and time in redemptive history. As such, as
Christians we must seek first to determine the law’s type and original meaning, significance, and
purpose in the Mosaic covenant.
Formally this law is more like the ones in vv. 9–12 than the ones in vv. 1–4 and vv. 6–8.
Specifically, it is an apodictic rather than casuistic law, stating a general principle to guide life
rather than supplying an “if or when-then” scenario in which the prohibition becomes operative.
The principle itself seems less a core truth like “you shall never commit adultery” and more a
secondary application of a core truth. On the surface, the prohibition relates to what the APA
terms “gender expression”––“the way a person acts to communicate gender within a given
culture” through things like dress.14 At a deeper level, however, the law assumes a more
fundamental rule––that there are only two biological sexes––male and female––and that what is
gender normative in God’s world is that one’s biological sex should govern both one’s gender
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identity and expression. Before divine wrath is poured out, this text provides a kind corrective to
gender confusion and transgender identity.
Deuteronomy 22:5 stands independent of its context and simply comes to us as two
prohibitions followed by a single motivation clause. In Hebrew, there are two types of negative
commands––immediate (’al) and durative (lō’), and God chose to frame these prohibitions as
durative, so that we should read the “not” as a “never”: “A woman shall never wear a man’s
garment, nor shall a man ever put on a woman’s cloak.” From God’s perspective, there is never a
permissible time for the type of cross-dressing addressed in this passage.
Digging deeper into this law, we should note that the term translated “man” is geber
(“strong man”) and not the more common ’ish. Some have suggested that geber means “warrior”
here (cf. 1 Sam 1:27; Ezek 32:27),15 but this meaning is more associated with the adjective
gibbôr (“mighty one,” cf. Gen 10:8–9; Deut 10:17). Furthermore, within the Pentateuch all other
instances of geber simply overlap in meaning with ’ish, showing up in contexts that distinguish
the men from the young (Exod 10:7, 11) or from women and children (12:37).16 The clear
difference between geber and ’ish is that, when paralleled with “woman,” ’ish can often mean
“husband,” whereas geber never does in any of its twenty-four OT uses. At the very least, then,
this law concerning male-female relationships is not restricted to husbands and wives and thus
family law but speaks to the broader society and community. From God’s perspective, maleness
and femaleness bears implications beyond the home or gathered worshipping community. It also
impacts daily life in society.
The term used here for the woman’s “cloak” (śimlāh) is restrictive, pointing specifically
to the outer wrapper or mantle that a female would wear.17 In contrast, the term rendered
“garment” (ḵelî) in relation to a man is broader and suggests any object associated with men––
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whether clothing (1 Sam 21:6), vessel (1 Kgs 10:21), ornament (Gen 24:53), or piece of
equipment (Num 19:18) that was specifically associated with men.18 This could even include
weapons of war (Gen 49:5; Deut 1:41; Judg 9:54), but it was in no way limited here. Within
Israelite culture, then, there were certain styles of dress, ornaments, or items that distinguished
men and women. As such, two things appear to be at stake in this law:
(1) Everyone needed to let their gender expression align with their biological sex, and
(2) Everyone needed to guard against gender confusion, wherein others could wrongly
perceive a man to be a woman and a woman to be a man based on dress.
Whether due to pagan religious activity or to a desire to engage in roles restricted to the opposite
sex, such practices opposed any form of Godliness.19
Note now the motivation for heeding the command (= kî clause). God calls the type of
cross-dressing, transvestite practice, and role confusion addressed here an “abomination to the
LORD.”20 This statement highlights the gravity of the offense. Within Deuteronomy sins tagged
abominable include the crimes of idolatry (Deut 7:25–26; 12:31; 13:14; 17:1, 4; 20:18; 27:15;
32:16) and witchcraft (18:9, 12) and the offense of dishonest gain whether at the criminal, civil,
or family level (25:16). What is it about idolatry, witchcraft, and dishonesty that make them
abominable to the Lord? Idolatry gives glory to someone other than YHWH; witchcraft looks to
means other than God’s word to discern his will or what will happen in the future, and dishonest
gain diminishes the value of God’s image in others.21 We must conclude, therefore, that
something about transgender expression and gender confusion directly counters the very nature
of God.
This raises the likelihood that what makes transgenderism abominable is that it maligns
humanity’s ability to reflect, resemble, and represent God rightly in this world. In Genesis 1 we
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are told that God created both males and females equal in their opportunity to relate to God,
equal in their call to rule over God’s world; equal in their responsibility to image God in everincreasing ways on a global scale, and equal in their dependence on God to fulfil the mission.
Nevertheless, already in Genesis 1, there are two distinct biological sexes––male and female, and
each plays different roles in being fruitful, multiplying, and filling the earth with God’s image.
From the beginning the Bible understands that men and women display God in ways that are at
times different but that are always complementary.
When we get to Genesis 2, these role distinctions are developed further. God portrays the
paradigm kingdom family to be made of a head and a helper––the male head serving as the
primary protector and provider and the leader in servant-hearted love and the female helper
supporting, following, and complementing his lead. This family structure provides not only the
paradigm for marriage but the building block for both the covenant community and the world’s
societies. Just as God stands as head over his creation at large and his people in particular, so
also the chief creatures––humans as male and female, who alone image God––will distinctively
reflect, resemble, and represent this right order in their complementary roles and relationships. It
is not just Hosea and Ephesians 5 that highlight the symbolic and doxological nature of gender
roles. The Pentateuch itself explicitly identifies the parabolic nature of human marriage and of
male-female interpersonal relations when it portrays Israel, God’s covenant partner, as “whoring
after” and “committing fornication with” other gods (Exod 34:11–16; Lev 20:4–6; Num 15:38–
40; Deut 31:16).
Gender identity and gender expression is about God’s glory and about maintaining the
God-created distinctions on earth that in turn point to the ultimate distinction between God and
his bride. Just as husbands and wives in the human household and men and women in the
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collective household of God bear distinct roles and, by this, uniquely display God’s image, so too
the creator and Lord of all things is rightly magnified in the lives of males and females when our
gender identity and gender expression align perfectly with our God-ordained biological sex.
Those born boys are to live and thrive as boys, and those born girls are to live and thrive as girls.
When corrupt desires want to alter this course, one must choose with God’s help the path that
magnifies the majesty of God best, and that path is defined in Deuteronomy 22:5.
Let me summarize the purpose of Deuteronomy 22:5 in its original context. God’s law
against transgender expression sought to maintain divinely-created biological and gender
distinctions within the community. The goal of this pursuit was to nurture an environment that
properly displays the supremacy of God and the ever-present head-helper distinction between
God and the people he is creating for himself.

5. Deuteronomy 22:5––The Law’s Theological Significance
I now want to consider this law’s lasting theological significance for the church. Here we
consider what the law tells us about God, how Christ’s law-fulfillment influences this law, and
what love-principle is behind the law.
Deuteronomy 22:5 is the fruit of this truth: YHWH is ever passionate to preserve and
display right order in his world. This is the essence of his righteousness, and maintaining gender
distinctions is an important part of this order. The stress in Genesis 1–2 on the way males and
females image God and the Pentateuch’s depiction of YHWH’s relationship with Israel as a
marriage pushes the reader to view one’s biological sex and gender identity and expression as
first and foremost about God. The rest of the OT highlights this parabolic purpose of sex and
gender distinctions in books like Hosea (chs. 1–3; cf. Judg 2:16–17; Isa 1:21; 57:3; Jer 2:2, 20;
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3:1; 3:8–11; 31:31–32), and then the same is carried into the NT (see Matt 9:15; 12:38–39; 16:1–
4; Mark 2:19; 8:38; Luke 5:34), most clearly where Paul portrays the church as Christ’s bride
(Eph 5:22–27; cf. Rev 19:7–9; 21:9). To the level that we flatten the inborn distinctions between
maleness and femaleness we flatten the distinctions between the sovereign savior and the saved,
between the exalted and the needy, between the blameless one and the sinner. We take glory
away from God and his Christ when we act as though distinctions between men and women are
non-existent. And we hurt the entire community both in the way we fail to point them to gospel
righteousness and in the way we open them up for God’s just wrath.
How does Christ’s law-fulfillment impact this law? We can first say that Christ and his
followers continued to distinguish men from women. Indeed, Jesus perfectly exemplified
maleness in the way that he deeply respected femaleness, standing as the ultimate provider and
protector and leader in servant-hearted love. Jesus . . .
(1) Respected his mother (Luke 2:41–52; John 2:1–11),
(2) Had female disciples (Luke 8:1–3),
(3) Sought to protect women from male abuses (Matt 5:27–30, 31–32; 19:3–12; Luke 7:36–
50),
(4) Portrayed women as models of faith (Matt 25:1–13; Mark 7:24–30; Luke 4:24–26; 11:31;
18:1–8; 21:1–4),
(5) Extended care and healing to seemingly insignificant female sufferers (Mark 1:30–31;
5:25–34, 35–43; 7:24–30; Luke 7:11–17; 13:10–17; John 4:1–42; 11:1–44; cf. John 7:53–
8:11),
(6) Received anointing from women (Luke 7:36–50; John 12:1–8), and
(7) Disclosed himself first to women after his resurrection (Matt 28:9; John 20:14–18).
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Christ is the substance to which all biblical symbols point, but unlike some pictures such
as the temple and clean and unclean laws, which have reached their terminus in Christ’s first
appearing, the distinction between males and females will continue at least to the consummation
(cf. Eph 5:22–33; 1 Tim 3:4–5). And even then, while earthly marriage will apparently be no
more––the picture being overcome by the reality (Matt 22:30), there is no reason to think that the
distinction between men and women, heads and helpers within the community of faith, will alter
in the new heavens and earth (cf. Rev 21:24, where “kings” are distinguished). Maleness and
femaleness will most likely provide an eternal reminder of God’s order in reality, wherein he is
supreme over all.
Along with this, new covenant teaching maintains role distinctions between men and
women, most explicitly in its instructions to husbands and wives (e.g., Eph 5:22–32; 1 Pet 3:1–7)
and to local churches regarding their corporate worship, teaching, and leadership (1 Cor 11:1–16;
14:33–35; 1 Tim 2–3; Tit 1:5–16). It also calls for men to live as men, women to live as women,
and for the young to be trained to live out the gender role related to their God-given sex (Tit 2:2–
6). Paul exhorted Timothy to respect and encourage older men as fathers, younger men as
brothers, older women as mothers, and younger women as sisters, in all purity (1 Tim 5:1–2). All
this instruction assumes that we can rightly identify those who are men and those who are
women.
Paul asserted that every OT commandment is summarized in the call to love our neighbor
(Rom 13:8, 10). Jesus too said that “whatever you wish that others would do to you, do also to
them, for this is the Law and the Prophets” (Matt 7:12). With every law in the OT, we should,
therefore, be able to boil it down into a single principle of love. In Deuteronomy 22:5, loving
others and God means that people will maintain a gender identity that aligns with their biological
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sex and will express this gender in a way that never leads to gender confusion in the eyes of
others. We should always be able to distinguish boys from boys and girls from girls. When our
biological sex aligns with our gender identity and our gender expression, we express love for
both God and our neighbor.

6. Deuteronomy 22:5––Maintaining the Portrait of God and the Love Principle But
Changing the Context in Light of Christ’s Work
Deuteronomy 22:5 was not originally given to the church, but it contains a portrait of
God and a principle of love that can guide the church today when read in light of the finished
work of Christ. In Jesus we have a perfect pattern for maleness in relation to femaleness. With
this, in Jesus we are supplied unmatched power for our pursuit of rightly-ordered living. The
power comes through the pardon Jesus secured at the cross and the promises that he purchased at
the cross. The gender identity crisis that we are facing today can only be confronted rightly in the
context of past and future grace.
We have already noted that God’s passion for right order has not changed in the new
covenant, for it is part of his very being. With this, the physical and role distinctions between
men and women do not appear to have changed this side of the cross. God’s righteousness is
unswerving, and we must be ever-concerned to display the magnificence of Christ’s love for his
church in every situation of life.
This affirmed, Deuteronomy 22:5 becomes instructive for the church in helping us
recognize the appropriate path for gender expression and the sinfulness of gender confusion,
which includes cross-dressing and transgender practice. As I conclude this sermon, I want to give
some practical steps for the church in confronting the transgender storm, and as I do I will mix in
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explicit words of hope both to those struggling with transgender identity and to the victims of
another’s gender identity crisis.

6.1. Grieve
Grieve deeply over the brokenness of our culture and the debased makeup of all who sin
against nature by supporting transgender identity and expression. In Ezekiel 9, before sending in
executioners to destroy all in Jerusalem who failed to look upon and savor the beauty of the
Lord, God declared to a messenger, “Pass through the city, through Jerusalem, and put a mark on
the foreheads of the men who sigh and groan over all the abominations that are committed in it”
(Ezek 9:4). Only those who grieve over sin will be saved. Church, grieve deeply over the way so
many in our country are profaning the very nature of God by confusing maleness and femaleness
through transgender.

6.2. Pray
Don’t be anxious, but pray to our sovereign God that he will soon make right all wrongs
and overcome all abominations to his holiness. Pray that God will awaken sleepers and open
blind eyes. Pray that God will preserve his church, even as the sheep are increasingly
distinguished from the goats. Pray for persevering grace to maintain our trust in his bigness, his
faithfulness, and his care, even in the wake of rising tribulation. Pray that we will “not fear those
who kill the body but cannot kill the soul” but “rather fear him who can destroy both soul and
body in hell” (Matt 10:28). Pray, church. Pray!
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6.3. Remember
Remember that the creation was subjected to futility in hope (Rom 8:20), and remember
that he who is in us is greater that he who is in the world (1 John 4:4). Remember that “through
many tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God” (Acts 14:22) and that, as God’s children,
we are “heirs––heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ, provided we suffer with him in order
that we may also be glorified with him” (Rom 8:17). And as you confront those with broken
perspectives on gender, remember that you yourselves were once separated from Christ, but God
saved you by grace through faith (Eph 2:12). Remember also that “faith comes from hearing, and
hearing through the word of Christ” (Rom 10:17).

6.4. Be Mindful, and Care
Be mindful of those broken in this transgender identity crisis, and care deeply for the
violators and the violated. One’s self-identity will be forever maligned so long as we are looking
at a mirror and not into the face of Jesus. We need to help those struggling with transgender
identity find a new identity in Christ, and we need to help those who have been hurt by others
find the healing and relief that only Jesus brings. He alone is the savior. He alone is the healer.
If any of you today are struggling with transgender identity, I exhort you to realize that
your sin is a direct affront against God and to repent. But not only this, know that the gospel of
Jesus is the power of God for your salvation because in it the righteousness of God is revealed
(Rom 1:16–17). What I mean is that the gospel contains all you need to find your personal
identity realigned with God’s definition of right order. In your present state there is much grief,
but in the face of Jesus there is relief––relief from condemnation, relief from the fear of man,
and relief of inability in accordance with your biological sex. The gospel is power because
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through the cross God becomes 100% for us in Christ, filling our pursuit of rightly-ordered living
with all authority in heaven and earth. He can make you a new creation with new right standing
and a new direction in life that properly displays his greatness to the world. The gospel is power .
. . not only because the cross secures past pardon and transformed desires but also because it
purchases future promises that help motivate our pursuit of God. The promise that the pure in
heart will see God (Matt 5:8) can generate new hope, new hunger, new identity.
Now, if you today find yourself the victim of another’s transgender identity crisis, know
that Jesus heals and Jesus helps. He can make you feel clean again and set you on a new course
that moves through healing to growth. He can give you a sense of purpose. He can restructure a
proper vision of maleness and femaleness, and he can grant you wisdom for moving ahead.
Come to Jesus and be saved from the torment of your past.
Church, I exhort you again. . . . Be mindful of the broken, and care.

6.5. Nurture God-honoring Views of Maleness and Femaleness
As Christians we need to be extremely intentional to build a deep-seated God-esteem into
ourselves and others. We need to train our kids that everything we do should be for God’s glory
(1 Cor 10:31). The transgender crisis who be overcome if people became more passionate about
God’s authentic right to our surrender and less about an individual’s self-claimed right to
personal autonomy.
As believers, we should be among those who celebrate men being masculine and women
being feminine, both in the way we act and in the way we dress. Because God has ordained
males to take on the primary role of provision and protection, I encourage my sons to be risk
takers, to do dirty work, and to be defenders, hunters, and builders. And because God has
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ordained females to help rule and serve, I rejoice if one of my daughters also wants to engage in
any of these activities. But I also encourage them to nurture inward godliness, to master
homemaking, and to ever carry themselves as women who fear the Lord. With this, I want to
encourage my children and my congregants to ever carry themselves so that there is never any
question as to whether their gender identity or expression stands in distinction from their Godgiven biological sex as male or female. Deuteronomy 22:5 wants us to know that things like hair
cuts, dress, communication patterns, and interests matter when it comes to God’s glory.
We must be balanced here though. At least right now––November 2015––clothing stores
in the US still distinguish men and women’s clothing, and there are certainly styles that are more
masculine or more feminine than others. But not all clothing is gender-specific. For example,
though not always the case, in our present culture ladies can wear slacks, collars, and even ties
with none questioning their femaleness. The church needs to account for this. Guys too could
have ear rings or long hair with none question their maleness. What was at stake in Moses’ law
was gender identity and expression and gender confusion, and it is from this perspective that our
outward apparel matters.
Pray with me:
Father we say together, “Not to us, O LORD, not to us, but to your name give glory” (Ps
115:1). There is an onslaught of demonic forces shaping idols of the heart all over our
country. You are greater. We pray that you would let us shine as lights, not being anxious but
praying to you––you who are greater, you who are more beautiful, you who actually create
the way you do because it fits best, it works, it is right. Help us embrace right order in your
world. May it impact our dress . . . our speech . . . our preferences. Give us wisdom for
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mediating this very difficult gender storm. But we praise you that in Christ you have already
overcome. To his glory we pray. Amen.

*****
This message was originally given at Bethlehem College & Seminary, 15 November 2015. You
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College & Seminary in Minneapolis, MN. His resource website is at derouchie-meyer.org, and
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